1 Definitions
   In these rules—
   aptitude test means a test in translation between Chinese and English to the standard set by
   the executive dean.

2 Enrolment requirements
   (1) To enrol in the program, a person must—
      (a) hold an approved degree or equivalent; and
      (b) satisfy the executive dean that, based on the person’s academic record and prior work
          experience, the person is qualified for admission.
   (2) Applicants may be required to complete an aptitude test to a standard approved by the
       executive dean.

3 Program requirements
   To complete the program, a student must complete 8 units from part A of the MACTI list.

4 Special rules
   4.1 Continuous enrolment
       Unless approved by the executive dean, a student must—
       (a) undertake the program without interruption; and
       (b) enrol in the program full-time.